
Resolve potential change delivery risks and ensure quality ahead of time. 
Get the only complete impact analysis solution for Salesforce.

With Panaya ForeSight's next generation impact analysis you can:

 › See change dependencies and impacted components

 › Pinpoint required changes and assign tasks to track progress

 › Foresee & resolve risks by scoping test plans to cover impacted entry points

 › Effectively manage risk across your projects and releases

Next Generation Impact 

Analysis for Salesforce

Panaya Analytics Engine

Customer 
Meta-Data 
& Packages

Visibility into Change Impact

 › Defined scoped entities

 › Pinpointed development 
needs

 › Risk based test plans

 › Deployment ready package

Integrate with Requirements Management Tools



Once scoped items have been defined, decide which impacted components 
should be changed. For every scoped entity, a deep analysis is available, 
with detailed component dependencies including: code change highlights, 
usage rating, modification dates.      

Result: With an auto-generated list of impacted components, you can 
easily assign development and customization tasks to team members. 

Accurately pinpoint your development needs

Define scoped entities in Panaya ForeSight to generate an automatic 
summary report of impacted Salesforce components, both declarative and 
Apex-based, as well as dependency relations. 

Result: Gain an immediate view and an informed estimate of the potential 
impact of change, including testing efforts. 

Requirements Scoping

From calculated guesswork to data-based decision making

Certainty Meter

Certainty Meter

A detailed 
summary of entities 
impacted by daily 
modifications, 
scheduled releases 
or major projects

Development & Customization Changes 

Pinpoint your 
development needs 
with an accurate 
view of code change 
highlights, usage rating, 
modification dates.



Once the list of development and customization components has been 
created, a test plan can easily be defined. This is done based on an analysis 
of the chosen components and a list of related testing entry points which 
are automatically generated. 

Result: For every entry point, a test owner may either link a test from an 
existing catalog, ask the system for test recommendations or create a 
new test. 

Foresee testing needs to resolve risks ahead of time

Certainty Meter

Certainty Meter

Record and play functionality enables the capturing of tests in a single click 
which can be reused for codeless automation. 

Deliver confidently

Testing Impact

Accelerated Testing 

Save the time 
of manual test 
documentation 

Create a plan based 
on facts – with a full 
view of all impacted 
areas



Panaya, an Infosys company, is the leader in SaaS-based change automation and testing for SAP®, Oracle® and 
Salesforce. Panaya provides a cloud-based solution to manage application changes, reducing the time, cost and risk 
associated with any application change by 50%. Since 2008, 2,000 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the 
Fortune 500, have been using Panaya to enable safe go-live for their business critical applications. www.panaya.com

Certainty Meter

Integrate with the tools you are already using to ensure successful deployment

Release certainty at a click of a button

Integrations

Panaya ForeSight for Salesforce pinpoints areas impacted by change so 

you can foresee and resolve potential change delivery risks. Now you can 

easily make informed decisions before going into production.

Gain an accurate view of project risk and mitigation. Confidently release into 
production when all risk parameters are green.

Risk Cockpit


